
ALPENWINNER / ALPENCHAMPION 
 
Every year it is possible to gain different titles of Alpenwinner at FCI protected 

International Championship Shows in Switzerland, Germany and Austria. These 

Alpenwinner Shows are published annually by the various Kennel Clubs (SKG, 

VDH and ŐKV).  
 

 
 

It is possible to gain this title at the following shows:  

 

 

Schweiz/Switzerland  

Kreuzlingen 21./22. Mai 2016  

Genf 19. November 2016  

 

Deutschland/Germany 

Nürnberg, 9./10. Januar 2016  

Offenburg, 12./13. März 2016  

Karlsruhe, 12./13. November 2016  

 

Österreich/Austria 

Klagenfurt 18./19. Juni 2016  

Innsbruck 13./14. August 2016 

 

 

The Alpenwinner Title 

The title Alpenwinner is awarded to the two CACIB dogs 

(classes: Open, Intermediate, Champion and Working class). 

 

The title Alpen-Juniorwinner can be awarded to the best female and the best 

male in each breed at the Alpenwinner Show 

(class: Junior) provided they have been graded with a V1. 

 

The title of Alpen-Veteranwinner can be awarded to the best female and the 

best male in each breed at the Alpenwinner Show, (class: Veteran). 

It is up to the breed judge’s discretion to award this title or not. There is no legal 

claim to this title. 

 

 

THE ALPENCHAMPION TITLES 

The title Alpenchampion will be awarded to dogs, which have gained three 

Alpenwinner titles and one additional CAC, provided that these Alpenwinner titles 



have been gained in three different countries (Germany, Austria and Switzerland) 

and been awarded by three different judges. The additional CAC has to have been 

awarded in the country, which confirms the Alpenchampion title. The title 

Alpenchampion qualifies the dog for entry in the Championclass. 

The title Alpen-Juniorchampion will be awarded to dogs, which have gained 

two Alpen-Juniorwinner titles, provided that these two titles have been gained in 

two different countries  (Germany, Austria or Switzerland) and been awarded by 

two different judges. 

The title Alpen-Veteranchampion will be awarded to dogs, which have gained 

two Alpen-Veteranwinner titles, provided that these two titles have been awarded 

in two different countries (Germany, Austria or Switzerland) and been awarded by 

two different judges.  

 

 

APPLICATION 

Only the owner of the dog can apply for this title. In case of a change of 

ownership during the awards time, the achieved titles accompany the dog and are 

transferred to the new owner. 

 The Alpenchampion, Alpen-Juniorchampion and the Alpen-

Veteranchampion titles can be applied for at either one of the three Kennel 

Clubs (VDH, ŐKV or SKG). For the confirmation of the Alpenchampion title the 

following certificates have to be send in. 

 Alpenchampion: Copies of the three Alpenwinner certificates and proof of the 

additional CAC, which must have been gained in the country, where the title is 

going to be confirmed. 

 Alpen-Juniorchampion and Alpen-Veteranchampion: Copies of the two 

Alpen-Juniorwinner or Alpen-Veteranwinner certificates. 

 Copy of the pedigree or registration certificate. 

 Name of the owner with a current address (this will be printed on the title 

certificate. 

Please send the documents to: 

SKG Office 
attn. Mrs Beatrice Kull 
P. O. Box 8276 
CH-3001 Bern 

 

Fees: 

 Confirmation of the title Alpenchampion 

with certificate and golden medal 55,00 CHF / 50,00 Euro 

 Confirmation of the title Alpenchampion 

with certificate 49,00 CHF / 45,00 Euro         

 Confirmation of the title Alpen-Juniorchampion 

with certificate 38,00 CHF / 35,00 Euro 

 Confirmation of the title Alpen-Veteranchampion 

with certificate 38,00 CHF / 35,00 Euro          


